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Step 55 : Compactified origins sequence

1. The printouts of hyper cubes along spatial dimensional order (2-space in
the role of dimension) of creator space (4-space) as concentric polygons /
circles deserve to be chased for the feature of compactified origins
sequence as domain fold sequence

2. The feature that pentagon structures inner pentagon and the sequence is
of ad-infinitum steps and the center / origin is attainable only as a limit
value.

3. This limit value feature is common to whole range of polygons of sides
five and more

4. Infact this common limit value is the feature of origin which makes the
origin as a compactified seat of whole range of dimensional spaces as
domain folds of manifestation layers / hyper cubes

5. The limit value origin is of the feature of a base of the origin fold of a
manifestation layer.

6. It is attainable as a transcendence from origin fold as a domain with its
origin being the limit value origin

7. This transcendence phenomenon for the origin fold as domain fold is of
the feature of domain fold of hyper cube being stripped off whole range
of its boundary components

8. It as such amounts to reaching at (2n+1)th geometry of n space / (2n + 1)
th version of hyper cube n

9. Hyper cube stripped off its complete boundary is of the features of
content lump of the dimensional space

10.It is the dimensional space itself playing the role of domain fold

11.One may have a pause here and being face to face with this phenomenon
of n – space playing the role of a manifestation fold



12.In fact there are four folds of a manifestation layer, and the dimensional
space can play any of these roles

13.Not only that the dimensional space also can play the role of the base
(transcendental base of the manifestations).

14.It is this feature of the dimensional space which deserves to be chased
and to be comprehended for their appreciation and imbibing

15.This in a way strips off the dimensional space of its dimensional values
and makes it of transcendental features

16.It is this transcendental state of a space  which of its own goes self
referral

17.It is this self organizing power of a space which of its own inherits its
states to sustain existence within and without bodies

18.This self referral transcendental feature of space marks its presence in the
existence phenomenon as transcendental carriers and as a transcendental
flow which melts intertia and leads to transition and transformation for
Earth element into water element and water element into fire element and
fire element into air element and air element into space element and space
element into transcendental state of sun and beyond that of pole star.

19.One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to be face to
face with these features manifesting as geometric formats for the
existence phenomenon of Earth to Sun range

20.Further one shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to
continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans to be face to face with
these features manifesting as the organization format of Ganita Sutras
permit deciphering as consciousness field at the core of intelligence field
fountained by mind for to be followed by sensory domains lively within
human frame
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